Community off-sales provision and the presence of alcohol-related detritus in residential neighbourhoods
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A B S T R A C T

This paper investigates the relationship between community off-sales premises and alcohol-related detritus (litter/remains) in residential neighbourhoods. This was accomplished by photographing all brand-identifiable alcohol product detritus (glass, packaging, etc.) where they lay and mapping these against the presence of off-sales outlets (licensed convenience stores) in the community. It was hypothesised that alcohol-related detritus would be greatest near to such alcohol outlets. However, although there was some evidence of a “broken bottles effect”, accumulations of alcohol-related detritus near some off-sales premises, it is concluded that local area deprivation is a better predictor of such alcohol-related incivility than is outlet provision. The implications of these findings are discussed in relation to current social responsibility policy developments which are designed to make the alcohol industry liable for alcohol-related incivilities.
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1. Introduction

Since the turn of the millennium, across the UK and elsewhere, there has been growing concern about levels of alcohol-related incivility/anti-social behaviour (“binge drinking”) and how licensing law should respond to these (Academy of Medical Sciences, 2004; Engineer et al., 2003; Gardham, 2007; Jarvinen and Room, 2007; Martinic and Measham, 2008; Nicholson Committee Report, 2004; Prime Minister’s Strategy Unit, 2004). Initially these concerns were directed towards alcohol-related disorder associated with on-trade licensed premises, particularly those of the Night-Time Economy located in central places, rather than towards off-sales or residential neighbourhoods or daytime hours (Brown, 2004; Forsyth et al., 2005; Hetherington, 2004; Purves, 2004). Consequently, it has been noted, that to date there has been a paucity of research into community off-sales and alcohol-related incivility in residential neighbourhoods (Human Factors Analysts Limited, 2007; Jayne et al., 2006). For example, Pattoni et al. (2007, p. 30) noted that “A large amount of research has been conducted on the selling of alcohol in pubs and clubs, along with a considerable amount of work on violence and disorder and its relationship with alcohol. However, investigations of the exact connections between where alcohol is purchased in the community setting and the effects are limited.”

This research addresses the above shortcoming directly at time when both the media and legislators are turning their attention towards the off-sales sector (Bolger, 2008; British Liver Trust, 2008; Eley, 2008; Currie, 2007; Gardham, 2008; Gray, 2008). Specifically outlets licensed for the sale of alcohol to be consumed off premises only. Additionally there is some debate over how blame should be apportioned within the off-sales sector, between small local community outlets and the major supermarkets, (Beers, 2008; Evening Times, 2008; Musson, 2008; The Scottish Government, 2007; Swanson, 2008).

There are number of arguments suggesting that off-sales outlets have the potential to cause a greater level of alcohol-related harm in the community than on-trade outlets such as pubs or clubs. These include off-sales prices tending to be cheaper (BBPA, 2007; Blunden, 2007; Campaign for Real Ale, 2007; Godfrey, 2007; Withrington, 2007), that off-sales outlets are the main source of alcohol consumed by younger under-age drinkers, whether purchased directly or via third party adult agents (Boreham and McManus, 2003; Bradshaw, 2003; Forsyth and Barnard, 2000; Toomey et al., 2004; Willner et al., 2006) and that off-sales purchases can involve very large amounts of alcohol being purchased with no control over who actually drinks it, where, or the consequences of this consumption (Galloway et al., 2007; Human Factors Analysts Limited, 2007). By way of contrast, on-trade purchases involve measured doses with consumption being continually monitored by serving staff in an enclosed environment (Forsyth et al., 2005; Graham et al., 2005).
As well as their physical location, local community off-sales premises are particularly vulnerable to accusations of blame for alcohol-related incivility in residential areas. The alcohol products sold by some community off-licenses are those which have been identified as encouraging immodest consumption, such as super-lagers, white ciders, tonic wine and other fortified beverages (Brain and Parker, 1997; Forsyth et al., 1997; Galloway et al., 2007; Harrington, 2008; Hughes et al., 1997; Swanson, 2008). For example, a Scottish Government report claimed that ‘‘Very often the stock carried by ‘suspect’ premises and the way it is marketed is quite clearly aimed at youngsters with cheap, fortified wines, strong cider and ‘alcopops’ being very much to the fore’’ and ‘‘[in a former coal mining community] Ministers were told to applaud from the audience that ‘off-licenses were the single largest contributory factor [in anti-social behaviour]’’ (Daniels Report, 2004, pp. 17 and 2). In the extreme, there is some evidence that serious violent crime is more likely to be associated with off-sales alcohol consumption in residential areas, than in comparison to the more high profile alleged “binge drinking” associated with city centre on-trade premises (Norstrom, 1998; Scribner et al., 1999).

The distribution of alcohol-related detritus (litter) in the community is an important feature of this neglected issue. As well as constituting a health and safety issue in its own right (e.g. glass injury), the presence of alcohol-related detritus is also indicative of other incivilities (e.g. “street drinking”, vandalism) that can make communities less attractive (valued) places in which to live, thus contributing to neighbourhood decline (Skogan, 1990) and reducing feelings of well-being among residents (Cummins et al., 2005). To combat such incivilities the Scottish Government has sought to introduce a Social Responsibility Levy (SRL) “to ensure alcohol retailers and licensed premises whose activities can impact negatively on the wider community contribute towards the cost of this impact” (Scottish Parliament, 2007, p. 137).

An SRL makes alcohol outlets liable to pay a charge towards dealing with alcohol-related costs (e.g. policing, cleansing, transport, etc.) based on principle commonly known as the “polluter pays” (Lehto, 1997, see also Beers, 2007; Bolger, 2008; Evening News, 2008; Gardham, 2008; Paisley, 2008; Wikipedia, retrieved 2009; Wilmore, 2008). The SRL proposed by Scottish Government (2007) was initially attached to a 1998 Criminal Justice and Licensing Bill and was designed to make late-opening premises contribute to the extra costs of policing the night-time economy. However, in line with the changing concerns detailed above, this was withdrawn in favour of attaching the SRL to a new Health Bill “broadened out to include off-sales premises and the costs of other services” (Scottish Government, 2008, p. 31). It is envisaged that this “social responsibility fee” will be managed by local authorities (not central government) and that appropriate banding will take account of “alcohol turnover” rather than business size. This paper tests the applicability of such policy directly by investigating patterns of literal alcohol pollution relative to the presence of off-sales outlets.

2. Methods

2.1. Selection of study area

The fieldwork for this research was conducted in a Scottish town, hereafter named “Middleburgh”. “Middleburgh” was chosen because it represented neither any extremes of rural-urbanisation, nor of affluence-deprivation. The town is defined by the Scottish Urban–Rural Classification system (Scottish Government, retrieved 2009a) as an “other urban area” (i.e. population between 10,000 and 125,000) and was located within commuting distance of a larger city. Similarly, the Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (SIMD) indicated that the town was not particularly deprived or affluent (Scottish Government, retrieved 2009b). The SIMD is calculated from seven domains; “income” (weighted at 28% of the total SIMD score), “employment” (28%), “health” (14%), “education” (14%), “geographic access” (9%), “crime” (5%) and housing (2%), each with their own sub-domains. For example, one of the seven indicators which make up the “health” domain is “hospital episodes related to alcohol use per person 2001–2004”.

Another reason for conducting this research in “Middleburgh” was that it contained eight clearly defined post-war social housing developments (“schemes”), each with local off-sales provision. These “schemes” are henceforth referred to collectively as the Study Area (population approximately 23,500, nearly half “Middleburgh’s” total) and individually as Neighbourhoods #1–8. Unless otherwise stated, housing throughout the Study Area uniformly consisted of low-rise housing units mixed in with walk-up flats (tenements). The main exceptions being that one Neighbourhood (#7) was entirely low-rise and there were some high-rise apartments (in Neighbourhood’s #2 and #4, but fewer than 10 such buildings in each).

The Study Area comprised 30 census Data Zones, which had mean population of 792 (SD=122). These 30 Data Zones had a mean deprivation rank of 2498 out of Scotland’s 6505 Zones (SD=1124) according to the SIMD. This figure is approximately 11% to the deprived side of SIMD mean. These 30 Data Zones are ranked from 1 to 30 for the purposes this paper (e.g. Data Zone-2 is the second most deprived). With the exception of one small pocket of deprivation (Data Zone-1, population rounded to 650) the Study Area did not include any neighbourhoods with extreme levels of either disadvantage or affluence. The 30 Data Zones comprising the Study Area had a mean “hospital episodes related to alcohol use per person” score of 0.0057 (range 0.0021–0.0124) which, although lower, did not differ significantly from the mean for all Data Zones in Scotland of 0.0076 (by independent t-test, t=1.467, df=6503, p=0.142). This choice of Study Area was important as both alcohol problems and litter incivility are known to vary greatly between affluent and deprived areas (MacIntyre et al., 1993; Marmot, 1997), and had a more extreme Study Area been chosen then the research’s findings may not have been viewed as being applicable elsewhere.

The Study Area contained 17 local shops, all of which functioned as convenience stores, with 13 of these being licensed to sell alcohol as off-sales premises. Being within planned social housing developments, these shops were not located in strips or parades along main roads but were individually sited among the housing at points where residents could easily access them on foot. This feature was important in the present research as it meant that the location of any alcohol-related detritus could easily be compared against an individual premise. Nevertheless, residents may choose to purchase alcohol and other goods elsewhere. With this in mind it was noteworthy that two (licensed) superstores were located in a non-residential part of “Middleburgh”.

2.2. Measuring the distribution of alcohol-related detritus

Fieldwork involved the researchers conducting block assessments (Taylor et al., 1985), on foot, to observe and photograph any brand-identifiable alcohol-related detritus lying within all the residential public space of the Study Area. That is the streets and paths among the housing, but excluding parks, school playgrounds and internal stairwells (Forsyth and Davidson, 2009). Observations were conducted on week days between 25/06/07 and 13/07/07, during daytime hours (9.30 AM to 5.30 PM). Tracts
of streets were surveyed each day, in turn, until the whole Study Area had been covered.

By using a digital camera it was possible to confirm that every item of detritus recorded was brand-identifiable as an alcohol product (i.e., photographic proof). This method also insured against double counts, and by the conclusion of fieldwork no photographed item's brand remained unidentified. It should be noted that for the purposes of this study, alcohol products are defined as drinks containing an ABV above 0.5%, in accordance with the legal definition used in Scotland (Scottish Parliament, 2005).

The location of every item of detritus photographed was marked on a map in the field and its nature recorded (including beverage, brand and container type). This information was then entered into a quantitative data set along with data relating to its geographical location (including Neighbourhood, Data Zone and SIMD status). Bivariate (Independent t-tests) and multivariate (Linear Regressions) analyses were conducted on these data using the SPSS version 16 software package. It was hypothesised that alcohol-related detritus would be most concentrated in areas where an off-sales outlet was present.

3. Results

A total of 1406 individual items of alcohol-related detritus were brand-identified from 1239 photographs (some photographs contained more than one item of the same brand in the same shot, maximum of 10 items). The distribution of alcohol-related detritus was visually revealed by drawing eight maps, each corresponding to one of the Neighbourhoods (“schemes”) which comprised the Study Area, plotting the location of every item of detritus against off-sales provision. Figs. 1–3 are shown here as illustrative examples of the distributions found.

On each of these three figures (maps) the extent of the residential area (housing) is indicated by darker shading. Within this residential environment the locations of every item of detritus is denoted by a small spherical marker. When more than one item was found in the same location and recorded on a single photograph this is indicated by spheres which overlap one another. Shops are indicated on each map by larger disc shapes, with black discs representing licensed shops, white discs unlicensed. As indicated on Fig. 1, these maps also show Data Zone boundaries (with deprivation rank indicated as DZ-1–30) and presence of any main (i.e. through) roads within each Neighbourhood. For reasons of anonymity precise geographical details are not shown and although the terms north, south, east and west will be used for orientation purposes, these may not be a reflection of their true co-ordinates.

Fig. 1 shows the distribution of the 67 items of alcohol-related detritus photographed in Neighbourhood #1 which comprised the 23rd, 26th and 27th most deprived of the 30 Data Zones in the Study Area. In this relatively less deprived Neighbourhood there were two shops, one sited in each of the two housing areas which made up this residential community, located on either side of a through road. Only three items of alcohol-related detritus were photographed immediately outside these shops. The main accumulation of alcohol-related detritus in this Neighbourhood was located well away from any shops, in Data Zone-27, to the east of Fig. 1. This detritus was strewn along a fence and at a footbridge near to a bus-stop on the main road at the point where this highway leaves “Middleburgh” heading towards the nearest city. The other accumulation in Fig. 1 (seven over-lapping spheres) in the centre of Data Zone-23 consisted of a single photograph, a concrete "honeycomb" wall with seven intact vodka bottles resting in/on it.

Fig. 2 shows the distribution of the 258 items of alcohol-related detritus photographed in Neighbourhood #2. This relatively mixed Neighbourhood comprised the 8th, 12th, 20th, 24th and 29th most deprived Data Zones in the Study Area, as well as a small part of the 5th most deprived Zone. This latter part Data Zone was shared with Neighbourhood #4, which lay some distance away across a dual carriageway. Unusually this small area (DZ-5 [part] on Fig. 2) was composed entirely of high-rise housing, 160 apartments including the tallest in the town. Here, there was a particularly large concentration of alcohol-related detritus, which continued across the through road, over Data Zone-8 into Data Zone-12 (collectively an area of walk-up tenement style housing only, and the oldest part of the Study Area). As shown in Fig. 2, this mass of alcohol detritus was quite distant from any local shops.

Neighbourhood #2 had one licensed shop and two unlicensed. The unlicensed shops had no alcohol-related detritus directly outside them. In contrast, eight items were photographed directly outside the one licensed shop (not including another item inside the phone booth sited on this premise’s forecourt). A similar number of items were located at an underpass/bus-stop on the nearby through road. Apart from these accumulations, large parts of Neighbourhood #2 had no alcohol detritus, for example across Data Zones 24 and 29 (i.e. less deprived areas).

Fig. 3 shows the distribution of the 579 items of alcohol-related detritus photographed in Neighbourhood #3. This relatively deprived Neighbourhood comprised the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 7th, 11th and 13th, most deprived Data Zones in the Study Area plus most of Data Zone-9 (located to the west of Fig. 3) which extended into Neighbourhood #5. Neighbourhood #3 had four shops, three of which were licensed. Near two of these shops were large accumulations of detritus, although neither of these premises had any detritus on their forecourts or otherwise directly outside. However, the unlicensed shop in this Neighbourhood had five items of alcohol-related detritus directly outside, plus an abandoned supermarket trolley (which was also photographed) bearing the logo of one of the two superstores in “Middleburgh”. Neighbourhood #3 was very much the closest in the Study Area to these superstores, both of which were situated...
Fig. 2. Neighbourhood #2 detritus and convenience stores map.

Fig. 3. Neighbourhood #3 detritus and convenience stores map.
were photographed lying on the forecourt of the licensed shop in
or bus-stops, and outside some shops. For example five items
others, there were also accumulations of detritus at underpasses
illustrated by Plate 1 (photo taken in Neighbourhood #3).

The distribution patterns of alcohol-related detritus within the
other five Neighbourhoods of the Study Area lay between those of
Figs. 2 and 3. These are summarised in Table 1, which breaks
down the amount detritus photographed (including the
number of glass items) by Neighbourhood, #1–8, and Data Zone,
DZ-1–DZ-30. Also shown on this table are SIMD deprivation ranks,
local shopping provision (including off-sales status) and housing
statistics (rounded to nearest 10 units).

Plate 1. Alcohol-related detritus associated with superstore trolley.

The amount of alcohol-related detritus photographed in this
Neighbourhood was much greater than elsewhere in the Study
Area. Although marginally the largest of the eight housing
"schemes", size alone would not seem to account for this
Neighbourhood yielding 41.2% of all items of alcohol-related
detritus, because available census data indicated that it only
contained between 20.1% and 24.1% of the Study Area's popu-
lation. This equates to a rate of between 101 and 121 items of
alcohol-related detritus per 1000 residents, compared to a
maximum possible rate of 59 for the rest of the Study Area. No
other Neighbourhood had a rate greater than 69, the maximum
possible rate of "Neighbourhood #4", which was second most
deprived.

One possible explanation for the relative excess of alcohol-
related detritus in Neighbourhood #3 may be that it had the most
licensed shops, three. However, three other Neighbourhoods had
two licensed shops each, but much less detritus, with the rate per
off-sales outlet in Neighbourhood #3 being 193, compared with
only 34, 77 and 46 in these other three Neighbourhoods (with the
second most deprived Neighbourhood #4 again having the second
highest rate). Alternative, more plausible explanations for the
over abundance of alcohol-related detritus in this Neighbourhood
may be its relatively greater levels of deprivation and perhaps also
its proximity to "Middleburgh’s" two superstores. Various super-
market own-brand alcohol products were found throughout the
Study Area (n=21, with 9 of the 18 items bearing the names of
either superstore being photographed in Neighbourhood #3). Items
bearing other alcohol brand names were photographed both inside and beside abandoned superstore trolleys, as is
illustrated by Plate 1 (photo taken in Neighbourhood #3).

The amount of alcohol-related detritus photographed, shown on Table 1, into a
deprivation ranked bar-chart, which also indicates the shopping
 provision (off-sales status) across each of the 30 Data Zones of the
Study Area.

Fig. 4 suggests that there is a relationship between this form of
alcohol-related incivility and local (small area) deprivation (i.e. at
census Data Zone level according to the SIMD 2006), but in regard
to off-sales provision the picture is unclear. Data Zones with a
licensed shop had a mean of 53.2 items, while Zones with no such
off-sales provision had a mean of 42.0, a non-significant
difference by independent t-test (t=0.88, df=20.35, p=0.385). In
contrast, Zones in the relatively more deprived half of the Study
Area (DZ-1–15) had a mean of 63.3 items of detritus per Zone
compared with a mean of only 30.5 for Zones in the less deprived
half (t=3.14, df=24.96, p=0.004). This relationship was confirmed
by a regression equation in which, controlling for Data Zone
population, deprivation rank but not the presence of an off-sales
outlet predicted the number of items of alcohol-related detritus
found. This is shown in Table 2, along with an alternative model
which used the number of dwellings in the area of each Data Zone
surveyed as a control variable instead of total Zone population.

Fig. 4 includes all items of alcohol-related detritus and takes no
account of their hazardous potential. For example the total for
Data Zone-13, which had the most items of detritus, included
twelve plastic vodka miniatures (10 in a single photograph). To
account for this relative level of hazard factor between types of
alcohol-related detritus, the above analyses were repeated for
glass items only (n=587).

Fig. 5 shows the distribution of alcohol-related glass across the
30 Data Zones in the Study Area. An even sharper divide between
the relatively deprived and less deprived halves of the Study
Area is implied, but again there was no statistical difference between
Zones which had a licensed shop and those which did not (means
of 22.9 and 17.1 items of glassware, respectively: t=1.00, 
df=21.56, p=0.328). Further, although Fig. 5 indicates that the
largest amount of glass was present in the only Data Zone to have
two shops (DZ-5, one of which was licensed), from Table 1 it is
noteworthy that most of this (or indeed most of any form of
alcohol-related detritus) lay in the much smaller (high-rise) part
of this Zone, located in Neighbourhood #2, where the was no
shop. Data Zones in the more deprived half of the Study Area had
significantly more glassware than those in the less deprived half,
means of 28.5 and 10.8 items, respectively (t=3.89, df=28,
p=0.001). This pattern was confirmed in a regression equation,
in which, controlling for Data Zone population (or number of
dwellings), the amount of alcohol-related glassware lying in
residential areas could be predicted by Data Zone deprivation
rank, but not the presence of an off-sales outlet in the same model
(see Table 2).

As can be seen from Table 2, the model predicting glass items
from deprivation, controlling for outlet provision and population,
was more robust and accounted for more of the variance (33.2%)
that predicting any alcohol-related detritus (23.2%). This was
also true in the alternative model which controlled for extent of
housing surveyed rather than total Data Zone population (31.7% variance in glassware and 21.7% of all detritus explained).

4. Discussion

4.1. Limitations

The small scale of this project (total expenditure under £3k
UK) necessarily limited its scope, and so raised several issues for
future research to address. This research piloted the use of digital
photography to record alcohol-related detritus. Indeed prior to the advent of such technology this visual method (VM) of data recording would not have been possible. During fieldwork the advantages of VM became clear. These data were not dependent on unverifiable self-reports (e.g. of the researchers), nor on the interpretation of statistics. All items recorded were confirmed as was not that which was hidden under other refuse (as illustrated by Plate 2) or in semi-private locations (e.g. stairwells of high-rise blocks were not investigated). Nor were the contents of refuse service but not photographed owing to their proximity to these this location some items brand-identifiable detritus were ob- tions in this DZ-1) impossible for ethical reasons. Additionally at this location some items brand-identifiable detritus were observed but not photographed owing to their proximity to these windows and therefore not included in the data set (though these served but not photographed owing to their proximity to these steps directly in front of house (bathroom) windows, which made further investigation of this pile (one of three similar accumula- tions in this DZ-1) impossible for ethical reasons. Additionally at this location some items brand-identifiable detritus were observed but not photographed owing to their proximity to these windows and therefore not included in the data set (though these would have constituted less than 1% of all detritus). These limitations were only an issue during fieldwork in this the most deprived Data Zone in the Study Area, and without them the relationship found with deprivation (see Table 2) could only have been stronger.

Thus only observable alcohol-related detritus was measured, not that which was hidden under other refuse (as illustrated by Plate 2) or in semi-private locations (e.g. stairwells of high-rise blocks were not investigated). Nor were the contents of refuse receptacles investigated. With this in mind, it was noteworthy that accumulations of detritus were often in the same locations as fixed litter bins, particularly at bus-stops and some shop

In Plate 2, the only brand identifiable alcohol-related detritus is a single bottle of MD 20/20 fruit-flavoured beverage, half hidden among a pile of refuse, which stretched for some distance farther than is indicated in the photograph, at the side of public steps directly in front of house (bathroom) windows, which made further investigation of this pile (one of three similar accumulations in this DZ-1) impossible for ethical reasons.
forecourts, and it is questionable whether providing extra receptacles would have any positive impact on this issue.

A related limitation was that the impact of Local Authority cleansing department activity could not be measured. In theory someone could have been cleaning up in front of the researchers as they surveyed, but equally so street drinkers could have been depositing alcohol refuse behind the researchers. Indeed, some items were photographed still draining alcohol, indicating very recent abandonment, while in contrast many others were clearly corroded (e.g. cans) or otherwise decayed indicating that they had lain in situ for some weeks. The survey was limited to weekday office hours. Although this policy is likely to have influenced the extent of alcohol-related detritus (e.g. there may have been more during the weekend at night, since swept-up), the same cannot so easily be said about the pattern of its distribution across residential areas. Similarly, seasonality is known to influence patterns of alfresco drinking (Galloway et al., 2007; Human Factors Analysts Limited, 2007). There were no major festive or

Table 2
Predicting detritus from off-sales provision and deprivation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Linear regression</th>
<th>All detritus (n=1406)</th>
<th>Glass detritus only (n=587)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Predictors</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full model controlling for Data Zone population</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deprivation rank (1–30)</td>
<td>−1.804</td>
<td>−2.899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off-sales (dummy coded, 0–1)</td>
<td>13.542</td>
<td>1.201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Data Zone population</td>
<td>−0.035</td>
<td>−0.741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>97.012</td>
<td>2.714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted $R^2$ = 23.2%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F = 3.919, p = 0.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model after variable indicating the presence of off-sales outlet removed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deprivation rank (1–30)</td>
<td>−1.882</td>
<td>−3.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Data Zone population</td>
<td>−0.015</td>
<td>−0.335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>87.984</td>
<td>2.498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted $R^2$ = 21.9%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F = 5.075, p = 0.13$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full model controlling for precise number of houses surveyed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deprivation rank (1–30)</td>
<td>−2.019</td>
<td>−3.132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off-sales (dummy coded, 0–1)</td>
<td>12.102</td>
<td>1.092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houses in area surveyed</td>
<td>−0.036</td>
<td>−0.477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>constant</td>
<td>84.729</td>
<td>2.899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted $R^2$ = 22.2%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F = 3766, p = 0.23$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model after variable indicating the presence of off-sales outlet removed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deprivation rank (1–30)</td>
<td>−1.963</td>
<td>−3.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houses in area surveyed</td>
<td>−0.012</td>
<td>−0.169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>81.313</td>
<td>2.788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted $R^2$ = 21.7%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F = 5.017, p = 0.14$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Alcohol-related detritus, area deprivation and convenience stores.
sporting events coincident with this research, which took place during a period of extreme rainfall. Again, these limitations may have reduced the total amount of detritus observed, but should not have unduly affected its distribution pattern within residential areas, which is the focus of this paper.

4.2. Implications

Perhaps the most interesting finding was that, rather than outlet (over)provision, it was local levels of deprivation which governed alcohol-related detritus distribution, particularly so given that the Study Area did not represent extremes of affluence or disadvantage, and that this finding was more robust when only the most risky alcohol-related detritus (glass) was considered. Thus as well as acting as an indicator of deprivation, alcohol-related detritus can be seen as adding to the problems communities face, for example by posing an injury risk to residents (or their pets), preventing children from engaging in outdoor play, or by providing a potential source of weaponry in street violence (McKinlay et al., 2009, pp. 71–72).

Plate 2. Alcohol-related detritus hidden among general refuse.

Though some shops did seem to display a “broken bottles effect”, having accumulations of alcohol-related detritus nearby, most accumulations of detritus were distant from these local shops. For example, there was a particularly impressive concentration of detritus distant for any shops which straddled two distinct housing areas, one of high-rises the other of tenement flats and it was noteworthy that, uniquely in the Study Area, here there was observably a lack of any “defensible space” (Newman, 1972). Similarly, bus-stops and underpasses often had accumulations of detritus. What these environments had in common with shop forecourts was the opportunity for loitering, a feature known to be conducive to street drinking (Galloway et al., 2007). As a shop sever interviewed during this research at one of the shops in Neighbourhood #6 suggested, “Sometimes you can get about 25, 30 of them [street drinking youth] just wandering about all night long, moving from shop to shop” (Forsyth and Davidson, 2008, p. 79).

Plate 5. Branded alcohol glass, area deprivation and convenience stores.

Items of alcohol-related detritus were photographed bearing the names of supermarkets not situated within the Study Area. Given that only a small proportion of superstores’ alcohol shelf-space displays their own-brands, it is suggested that outlets operating outside the Study Area may have been responsible for much of the alcohol-related detritus photographed. The reach of the superstores was also evident during fieldwork by the presence of abandoned supermarket trolleys, which could themselves be associated with alcohol-related detritus. It was striking that there was an accumulation of alcohol-related detritus (and a supermarket trolley) lying directly outside an unlicensed local shop in the relatively deprived community closest to the two superstores operating in the town surveyed. Had that shop been licensed, it would have been easy to assume that here was the polluter who should pay (e.g. under the proposed “social responsibility fee”).

Together these findings imply the near impossibility of attributing specific items of this (or for that matter any other any other form of) alcohol-related incivility to specific outlets. The same is likely to be true of on-trade outlets. For example practices such as pre-loading, circuit-drinking and after-parties (Forsyth, 2009; Hughes et al., 2008) can involve patrons purchasing or consuming alcohol from several (types of) premises on a single occasion. Further, if the determining factor here is deprivation it may be unfair to penalise shops simply because they serve disadvantaged communities. Interviews with staff from the shops...
in the Study Area revealed that alcohol was usually their biggest seller, without which their other business (vital to some residents) would not be viable (Forsyth and Davidson, 2008), making such marginal outlets particularly vulnerable to the proposed SRL legislation.

5. Conclusion

These findings highlight the need for future research investigating alcohol-related incivilities in the community to account for local levels of deprivation. This research implies that off-sales alcohol may not always be consumed near where it is purchased, and that local off-sales may end upshouldering the blame for problems originating elsewhere. The role that the major supermarkets may play in fostering in these should be investigated. Ultimately it is suggested that it is the type of drinker, rather than the type of outlet, that is the real polluter (see also Braiden, 2008; Massie, 2008). In this respect, the incidence of alcohol-related detritus may be no different to any other physical incivility found in residential areas, as a marker for deprivation rather than an indicator of outlet overprovision. Thus, it would seem more appropriate for policy-makers seeking to introduce an effective ‘polluter pays’ social responsibility levy to target the wider alcohol industry rather than individual retailers.
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